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Static and Stability of Thin Walled Beams *)

Statique et stabilite des poutres ä parois minces

Statisches Verhalten und Stabilität dünnwandiger Träger

E. GIANGRECO

Italy

1. Historical Introduction

The need of modifying the results obtained through the technical theory
of füll solid section for the study of non uniform twisting of thin walled beams
was realized for the first time by Timoshenko in a study of 1905 concerning
the double T section beam [1]. After this study, many researches [2], [3], [4],
[5], were conducted with the purpose of clarifying the static behaviour as well
as the possible unstability phenomena due to external general forces. The
need of applying the results of non uniform twisting theory, obtained by
Timoshenko for the case of double T section, to the thin walled sections
having general and, particularly, open shape, was feit at the beginning,
especially in the field of aeronautic constructions when, in the years 1930—1935,
thin section beams started to be used and, in the meantime, the shell structures
technique started to develop. As far as open section beams are concerned,
such studies were systematically formulated in the works performed by
Vlasov [8], [22], and Timoshenko [6], which brought to the formulation of
sectorial areas theory.

The discussion on the same problem was still open as far as the statics of
close multiconnected thin sections was concerned; this problem was dealt with
by Vlasov for the case of close sections having polygonal directrix, and by
Karman and Cristensen for the general case [12].

*) The results presented in this paper were obtained in the course of research spon-
sored by the Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche and the European Office of Aerospace
Research under Contract AF 61 (052)-813.
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All above mentioned studies tacitly admitted the cross sections warping
to be present only in case of non uniform twist, and furthermore, such warping
to be the only effect caused by the primary flow of tangential stresses associated
with the rate of twisting moment absorbed in accordance with the classic law
of beam theory. The approximations connected with the basic hypothesis of
sectorial areas had to be found.

A study [13] on this subject was conducted by Karman and Wei-Zang-
Chien. These authors, limitedly to the case of non uniform twist of thin
walled beams having cellular sections, removed the approximation tied up
with the admission that warping was the only effect caused by the primary
flow of tangential stresses. Cicala had formerly studied [14], [15], [16], [17],
[18], [19], [20] this problem with specific reference to the application in the
aeronautical field and reached more general and detailed conclusions. The
results obtained by all these studies revealed the presence of exasperated
local strains, different from those previously obtained by study [12]. It was
therefore necessary to remove all basic approximations, keeping as only
hypothesis the cross section indeformability, and to consider at the same time
the case of open and close sections.

This problem has been studied at the Institute of Structural Engineering
of Naples University and it seems to us that a complete answer was recently
given by Capurso [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], who dealt in general with the
problem of static calculation of thin walled beams having a general section,
taking into account all warping effects of the cross section caused by twisting
as well as by shearing and dislocations. This study confirmed the adequacy
of sectorial areas theory to represent the stress and twist state within the open
section of the beam subject to general external forces, with the exception of
the areas close to bounds or to points of application of concentrated forces,
where remarkably exasperated local stresses were noticed, which could not
be calculated through the above mentioned approximated theory.

It can be said now that through the sectorial areas theory we can study
the open section thin walled beams as well as we can study the füll section or
close thin section beams through the common beam theory.

At the same time the theory of thin walled beam stability was developing,
which was of great interest when the first applications were made in the field
of aeronautic structures. On this subject the first experiments furnished the
result, astonishing at that time, that the critical load of a section subject to
axial stress was remarkably lower than Eulero's critical load. This always
occurred whenever the section centroid did not coincide with the centre of
torsion, while the critical load appeared to coincide with the critical load of
Eulero's formula; and also occurred in the obvious case when the centroid and
the centre of torsion of the section were the same, being the section subject
to axial stress eccentric in regard to the centroid, and applied to the centre
of torsion. In case of short sections, the experiments revealed, for a section
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having two symmetry axes, a phenomenon of unstability only due to torsion
which was later called ''Wagner's effect".

Above mentioned studies performed by Vlasov and Timoshenko gave a
first set up of the problem of stability, with particular reference to the basic
cases of unstability of the section subject to axial and transversal stresses.

However, a systematic arrangement of the problem of stability was still
necessary, in order to study all the phenomena concerned with such problem,
including the important aspect of coaction states. A general set up has been
furnished at the Institute of Structural Engineering of Naples University
with the studies recently conducted by Como [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33],
who gave a complete formulation of the problem as far as unstability due to
external forces, as well as to dislocations is concerned.

This study, geometrically conducted through an adequate systematic pro-
cedure, permitted to formulate the differential equations system governing
all the phenomena of unstability of thin walled beams subject to forces and
dislocations.

New unstabilizing effects of external forces are determined, which are most
important when the shearing forces are both present at the same time and
furthermore, the unstable equilibria due to twisting actions are evidenced with
specific reference to dislocations caused by thermal and mechanical actions
(as prestressing).

Such researches on statics and stability of thin walled beams [36] represent
an important set up of the problem, which can lead to interesting experiments
as well as to important applications for modern technical problems1). Here-
below the static theory, through the above mentioned rigorous formulation,
and then the stability theory, in case of general loading conditions and dis-
torsions, will be discussed.

2. The Static Theory

2.1. The Law of Warping of Cross Section in Case of Uniform Twist

We consider a body having uniform walls (fig. 1), and we denote:

x) Among the most interesting applications we want to point out those concerning
the static calculation of shell structures, which are of great importance in the field of
aeronautic constructions, those concerning problems of stability of thin walled beams
when prestressing and residual stresses are present, and, furthermore, those concerning
problems of dynamic stability. For this latter case, it must be noticed that the problem
of dynamic stability due to nexio-torsional buckling of a cantilever subject to a transversal

follower force, for which the Solution is furnished in this paper, can be an interesting
starting point for the study of stability of wings supporting jet engines; on this subject
experiments are under way at the North-Western University of Evanston, 111.
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the value of unitary rotation of torsion along the beam axis; the law of warping
of the mid Aber of the cross section of the beam can be obtained from the
following relation:

(2)
dw drj
ds dz

T
~09

being w the displacement along z of a point P located on the mid Aber of the
wall, 7] the displacement along the tangent to s, and r the value of the tan-

y-i

Fig. 1.

gential stress on the mid Aber. Since the motion along its plane of the cross
section of the beam is characterized by a rotation around a general point
0 (x0, y0), the tangential displacement rj is:

V =r<Po>

being r the distance between 0 and the tangent to s at P.
In view of (1), relation (2) can be written as follows:

dw n r— + r0 —.es G

(3)

(4)

By calculating r as function of d, above relation (4) determines the warping
law of the cross section of the beam for open as well as for close section beams.

In the first case, in correspondence with the mid Aber, we have:

and, from (4), we obtain:

where we denoted:

0

w -6ojz(s),

^(s) $rds + C

(5)

(6)

(7)

the sectorial coordinate of point P, obviously determined less the arbitrary
constant C.
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In case of close sections, the tangential stress t on the mid Aber can be
expressed as follows:

r Gie, (8)

being / the flow's constant, and t the thickness of the wall.
Therefore, relation (4) gives:

w -9ojz(s), (9)
s

being: wz(s) f lr-l\ds + C (10)
o

the general sectorial coordinate of point P.
If we choose constant C such as to annul the average value of sectorial

coordinate a>z, and we consider the centre of rotation 0 as shear or twist
centre of the cross section, the sectorial coordinate coz has the well known
characteristics:

\u>zdA $ojzxdA =\o>zydA 0. (11)
A A A

Such characteristics, which are not essential in case of uniform twist, limit
the motion of the cross section of the beam around the shear centre, in case
of non uniform torsion.

2.2. The Case of Non Uniform Torsion in Accordance with Sectorial Areas Theory

The results previously obtained concern the case where 6 does not depend
on z. On the contrary, if 6 depends on z, it can be assumed with approximation
that the cross section warping can be calculated through equation (6), being
6 6(z) the local value of twist rate <p0. Such approximation will be more exact
as the function 6 6 (z) is closer to a constant.

In view of the above, being:

w(z,s) -6(z)a>z{s) (12)

some axial strains of the fibers will occur in the wall:

3W ^ fa\ /1Q\€'=-^=-d*"'W- (l3)

Taking into consideration that, because of the hypothesis of transversal
indeformability of the section, we have:

es 0. (14)

To above strains, following stresses will be associated:

E E d6
z l-v2 z l-v2 dz zy ' v '
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It is therefore essential for function wz to satisfy (11) for the necessary
equilibrium conditions of displacement along z and of rotation around axes
x and y.

For the point by point equilibrium of displacement along z following
equation must be satisAed:

> + ^ 0 (16)
dz ds

with the assumption of constant thickness.
From (16), making use of (15), we obtain for the secondary Aow of tangential

stresses:

T-=T^M^* + C}' (17)

where the arbitrary constant C can be determined in case of absence of rzs

on one extreme edge for open sections, and in case of cyclic behaviour for
close sections.

Equation (17) can also be written as follows:

e *es„ (lg)ss l-v2 dz2 t '

being: S„ * {/«, ds + C}. (19)
o

The resultant of tangential stresses distribution (18) is a torque having value:

H« T^dz^' (20)

where: Iu> jco2dA. (21)
A

By adding the twisting reactions of primary and secondary flows, the
fundamental equation of the beam twist becomes:

EI'"^-^ Mt(Z), (22)
1 — v2 dz2 q

being Mt (z) the twisting moment characteristic variable along z.

In this manner, we can imagine the two characteristics: twisting moment
M (z) and bimoment B{z), represented by the self-balanced distribution of
normal stresses (15), to act in the cross section of the beam.

In fact, the normal stresses (15) can be written as follows:

a,=^«.(«), (23)

being: B(z) =j*,o>2dA -j^~^ (24)
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Equation (22) calculated in regard to z, and denoting:

dMt
m(z) dz

the distribution of external torques, can also be expressed as follows:

d2B
dz2

— oc2B m(z),

where: c

The homogeneous equation:

2_ l-v« GIp
Q EU

d2B
dz2

-<x2B 0

associated with the boundary conditions:

B(0)=lp0,(s)<».dA,
A

B{1) =$Plz(s)cosdA
A

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

and being p0z and plz distributions of axial forces on the extreme bases of the
beam, expresses the penetration within the structure of actions caused by
self-balanced forces applied on the extreme bases. The penetration capacity
is strictly tied up with the value of coefAcient (27) and is higher as smaller is oc2.

Therefore, keeping in mind the difference of classic torsional rigidity
between the open section and the close section beams, it appears clear that
in the Arst case the bimoment penetration is deep and affects, in most cases,
the whole development of the body, while in the second case such penetration
is very limited and has only a local effect (Ag. 2).

|Mrfz) Moi

z

M,2b^
M02

frtel(z) Fi». 2.
z 0 B

In each section of the beam the twisting characteristic has no value; therefore

the twisting moment absorbed through the traditional procedure and
corresponding to the primary flow, and the twisting moment corresponding
to the secondary flow will be balanced.

In case of open thin section beam the traditional rigidity, always very low:

fi J

i (30)
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opposes the primary flow, while the sectorial rigidity:

c- Th (31)

much higher than the traditional rigidity, opposes the secondary flow. There-
fore, in case of open section the warping due to the primary flow will be much
higher than the neglected warping due to secondary flow.

Quite different is the case of close sections where the two rigidities C and
(7^ have the same value and therefore the secondary warping can be even more
remarkable than the primary warping.

Therefore, in view of the above considerations, we can conclude saying that
in case of open section beams the sectorial areas theory represents adequately
the local behaviour.

Above results however, cannot be considered exact in case of close sections.

Following paragraphs will clarify such considerations through a strict
theory.

2.3. The Strict Theory of Thin Walled Beams

For a rigorous set up of the problem, two hypotheses have to be removed:

1. The warping of the cross section of the beam depending exclusively on the
primary flow of tangential stresses.

2. Such phenomenon occuring only in case of uniform torsion.

Therefore, in the cross section we will consider present at the same time
the two shearing forces and the torque:

Ty Ty(z), (32)

Mz= Mz(z),

coinciding respectively with the two shear stresses along the main inertia axes
of the section and with the twisting moment calculated in regard to the axis
of the shear centre, and furthermore the three transversal components of a

general dislocation:

&v=&v{z), (33)

coincident respectively with the two displacements along the main inertia
axes x and y and with a torsion around the shear centre axis 0.

Furthermore, we will imagine a general distribution of surface forces:

Vz= ft(«,*) (34)

in correspondence with the mid Aber of the wall and acting in parallel with
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the body axis and furthermore, the axial strain dislocation:

€*=«*(«,«) (35)

due, as an example, to a non uniform thermal Aeld.

Only in the hypothesis of transversal indeformability of the beam the
motion of the general point of the wall will be characterized by the three
transversal displacements:

^o %(«)>

v0 v0(z), (36)

<Po <Po(z)>

coinciding respectively with the two displacements along axes x and y and
with the rotation around the shear centres axis, and by the longitudinal
component:

w w(z,s), (37)

coinciding with the displacement along the axis of the body (Ag. 3).
The displacement r\ along the tangent to the mid Aber becomes:

dx du
*> - «•*+**+ftf-

The strains of the mid fiber of the wall will be:

_
dw

*s ~~8z~'

Yzs~ ds +~e~z

(38)

(39)

and the stress can be associated to these latters through the following relations:

E
"z i __ 2 V€s €z 5

rzs G(yzs-7z%)>
(40)

y"

--»-xf

m
Xp

5tB- dSTV«*

*Oi

m\\ax^W"z

\
Fig. 3. Fig. 4.
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being y.* the displacement caused by the transversal components (33) from
dislocations:

Yzs v*ds vds z [ '

Therefore, the stress of the wall can be expressed as follows:

E [dw J

E [dw du0dx dv0dy d<p0 J
Tzs 2(l + v) [es "*¦ dz ds "*"

dz ds + dz 7zsy

The main difference from the above mentioned approximated theory is
that in (42) r^ is not only due to the primary flow.

Such hypothesis excepted, in order to formulate the basic equations in
unknowns (36) and (37), it is necessary to replace the (42) in the four indefinite
equilibrium equations:

d°z
|

8tzs pz _n
dz + 8s + t '

$Ts8^dA Tx(z),

jr^dA Tv(z),

by denoting coz the torsional warping function already obtained above, and:

(44)
GIp d(p0

q dz

the rate of external twisting moment absorbed through the traditional torsional
rigidity of the close or open thin beam (Ag. 4).

Replacing (42) in (43), after some transformations, we obtain the basic

system:
2 d2w d2w d2x C dw dX d2y C dw dYd2w d2x C dw dX d2y C dw dY

+ J^2~~ds2 J "äFÄ" ¥j Ulla
Cdwdüt 1 lpz d2x d2y d2a>z\ 2

ds2 J ds ds G\t ^ x ds2 +T* ds2 ^JJCs ds2 f^l-v dz'
A

du0 C dw dX Tx(z)
-dz~= -j-dj-didÄ+--Gr+**{z)> (45)

A
dvQ r 8wdY TAz) Q

A

d^=_rdwdß?dA+m^z)
dz J ds ds G zx '
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In eqs. (45) the three functions:

¦*x Tx \z) '

Ty =rv(z), (46)

9tt2=9JUz)

are linearly connected with the values of shearing forces and torque (32), while
the three functions:

X X(s),
Y Y(a), (47)

Qz Qz(s)

are linearly connected with the functions depending only on the geometry of
the cross section:

X —— X l ö I

y =y(*)> (48)

OJz <x)z (S)

Of system (45) is appears fundamental the Arst equation with the only
unknown w which must of course be associated with the boundary conditions
concerning the longitudinal abscissa z as well as the transversal abscissa s.

The Arst ones depend on the constrains and the loads existing on the two
extreme bases, the second ones depend on the geometry of the cross section
of the beam.

Very interesting is the Solution of the homogeneous equation associated
with the Arst equation (45), governing the problem of determination of function
w if the beam is subject only at the two extreme bases to a system of
longitudinal forces:

Poz(*)> Ptziß) (49)

variable along s and acting only in accordance with the total equilibrium
conditions of the body (Ag. 5).

poz

p\z

Z ^£= ^x Fig. 5.

In this case the displacement w can be expressed as follows:

w (z, s) wz (z) - <p (z) x (s) + <px (z) y(s)+Z <pn (z) <Pn (s), (50)

being wz(z), <py(z), cpx{z) the amplitude of average displacement z and of ro-
tations around x and y of the cross section of the beam, and being:
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f'(M= 2?» (»)*„(«) (51)
71=1

the warping of the cross section. However, this latter can decompose, as it
appears from (51), into inAnite elementary types of simple warping, of which
q>n(z) represent the amplitude which is governed by the condition:

d2

dz2̂
-«2n<Pn 0 (52)

and 0n 0n(s) represent the shape.
The procedures ocn are strictly associated with the warping functions <Pn (s)

which also have the remarkable properties:

j<PndA =$<PnxdA =S®nydA =0,
A A A

j0n0mdA O, if n + m.
(53)

A

Passing from displacements to stresses and particularly to normal stresses

az(z,s) we have, in perfect agreement with (50):

NM M sr M

being the Arst three terms, traditional of the common beam theory, connected
with the resultants of external actions, and being:

the part, clearly self-balanced because of (53), of the stresses due to the actual
means of application of external loads on the two extreme bases.

This latter part, as it appears in (55), can also be obtained by adding inAnite
simple parts, every one of which can be connected with a Actitious charac-
teristic Mn(z) called warping moment, governed by following equation:

d2 M
<U^-«lMn Z (56)

and can be connected with the boundary conditions:

Mn(O) -jPoz(s)0n(s)dA,

Mn(l) SPlz(s)0n(s)dA. ¦ (57)

A

If the beam is quite long, the strains and stresses caused by warping
moments Mn have local characteristics, in fact they can be expressed as follows:

Mn (z) -Mn (0) e-^z for z ^ 0,
Mn (z) Mn (l) e-«*«-*) for z ^ l. (58)
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Such Solutions are exact in practice if the beam length l is two times the
damping distance dn intended as distance between the opposite bases, so that
the internal characteristic Mn becomes for instance yöqq of the characteristic

acting on the opposite bases.

In accordance with (58) such distance becomes:

d„
6,91

(59)

and therefore is smaller as higher is the coefAcient a^.Asa result of numerical
calculations for beams having different shapes of the cross section [25], it
was determined that for open section thin beams having sectorial coordinate
coz(s) having somewhere a value, a Arst type of elementary warping ^(s)
occurs approximately coinciding with the sectorial coordinate itself. For such
wave the coefAcient ax appears to be much smaller than the others and therefore

the penetration ofcorresponding warping moment Mx (z) is very remarkable
compared to the penetration of all other characteristics Mn (z) which are only
local ones.

k ±
da ¦ 3,09 R d3 2,57Rd,« 223,66* (£-0,01)

dt= 22,37R(£=0,1)

UxLU^"^^UIJ:LUJ

nTTTTTTm, trrrrKJT]

^d, -119,00 h(-J- 0,02)

d, 24,10h(£ 0,10)
d2 3,72 h

M

W wm w^

d3-2,37 h

/TfflrtnK,^w

d,-2,86 h d8 -1,77h

Fig. 6.

d3 1,45h
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For the open sections having sectorial coordinate with no value in any
point and for the close sections the maximum penetration wave is of the local
type and is not much different, as far as penetration intensity, from the
immediately following waves. Fig. 6 shows for the G, I, and T sections the
Arst three types of simple warping with relative damping distances dn.

For the C and / sections, the Arst wave, actually coinciding with the
sectorial coordinate of the section and the relative damping distance, is

remarkably affected by the ratio between thickness, t and average dimensions
of the section. For common values of such ratio it is easy to observe that such
distance always remains much higher than the ratio relative to following waves.

The above rigorous procedure allows to solve the problems concerning the
calculation of local stress conditions associated with concentrated loads and
constrains preventing the free warping of the cross section of the beam. As

an example, we hereby report the results obtained in [26] on the study of
stress in correspondence with the joined section of an / beam subject to the
three loading conditions shown by Agures 7 a, 7 b, 7 c.

Fig. 7 a. Fig. 7 b. Fig. 7 c.

Fig. 8 shows the course of normal additional stresses in the joined section
due to the application of shear Tx, and Ag. 9 shows the total diagram of normal
stresses az and tangential stresses rzs.

Analogously, Ags. 10 and 11 show respectively the course of normal additional
stresses and total normal and tangential stresses in case of shear Ty.

Fig. 12 shows the course of total normal and tangential stresses relative
to the application of torque Mz. All values of total stresses have been calculed

by supposing l 5h.
A last interesting case is that concerning the problem of calculation of

self-stress occurring in a beam because of dislocations localized in particular
zones.

Fig. 13 shows the case of a distorsion tending to draw near uniformly the
two sides of Separation of the core of a double T beam; this case may represent
the cooling of the welding joining two separate pieces of the beam core [27].

Fig. 14 shows the self-stress occurring in the section beam.
Obviously, above examples represent only a very limited aspect of possible
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applications of proposed theory, which probably has the most advantageous
possibilities of development in the Aeld of fuselage design, where problems
of distribution of loads or localization of stresses near holes or because of
distorsions (non uniform thermal Aelds) are of basic importance.

3. Theory of Stability

3.1. Stability of a Thin Walled Beam Subject to Axial Load

We consider a thin walled beam subject on the two extreme sides to a
constant distribution of normal stresses represented by P.

We will consider the case of open section, inasmuch as the stability phe-
nomenon in case of close section is not much different from that of the füll
section.

With reference to Ag. 15, the beam section is characterized by the centroid
C and by the centre of torsion 0 having coordinates X0, Y0 in regard to refer-
ences axes X, Y.

The secondary buckled shape is represented by a double Aexion and a
torsion. If:

u(z), v(z), <p(z) (60)

represent respectively the displacements along X and Y of the cross section
for the two bendings and the twist rotation around the centres of torsion
axes. The displacement components of a general point A are, in accordance
with the sectorial area theory:

uA u(z) + (y0-y)&{z),
vA =v(z)-(xo-x)0{z).

Mx
dz

My
dz

Fig. 15.
Fig. 16.

Since the only load affecting the beam is an axial load P, the bending
moments Mx and My due to buckling caused by bending and torsion, will be:

Mx -P(v-xo0),
My -P(u + yo0),

being: v — xo0,
u+yo0

(62)

(63)
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the displacements of centroid C from Axed axis Z representing the direction
of stress P. Signs are as shown in Ag. 16.

Therefore, the bending equilibrium is:

d2v (64)

BIx^=-P(v-x0cf>).

We impose now the torsional equilibrium condition. If we consider an
elementary portion dAdZ of the beam, the displacements of its extreme
section are expressed by (61).

The compression stresses ozdA transmitted through the slightly buckled
stripe give as unstabilizing effects dfx and dfy respectively:

d2
dfx ~(°zdA)-^[u + (y0-y)<f>],

d2 (65)
dfy -(orzdA)-^[v-(x0-x)<f>].

Above equations (65) cause a distributed twisting moment calculated along
the axis of centers of torsion:

™. =j[dfx(yo-y) -dfy(x0-x)]dA p[x^-y^-hp^±, (66)

being I0 the polar inertia moment of the section in regard to the centre of
torsion. Therefore, the torsional equilibrium equation is:

1 dz* dz2 \ ° dz2 uo dz2) A dz2 K '

Equations (64) and (67) have been applied to the study of stability of a
beam hinged at the extreme ends with free warping or with built-in con-
nections.

Table I, taken from Vlasov's book [22], furnishes the experimental results
obtained by testing three different types of open walled beams.

It is interesting to observe the behaviour of axial load in regard to warping.
By applying above mentioned procedure to the case of eccentric axial stress
having eccentricities ex and ey, in lieu of (64) and (67), we have:

"&+'%-'<*-*% =o, «es,
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Table I

Cross sections
dimensions

(mm)

No. of
test

pieces

Length
(mm)

Critical stresses (kg)
In accordance with:

Eulero's
theory

Sectorial
areas theory

Results

41

66

£ i 1.500

1.300

1.000

3.007

4.398

6.766

20

45

1.000

750

500

1.423

2.531

5.694

900

1.174

1.637

412

654

1.318

920

1.150

1.400

400

630

1.200

25

50 t
1.000

750

500

4.026

7.158

16.105

461

744

1.550

480

780

1.420

where: ß1=-r(h3dA+jx^ydA)-2y0,±* A ÄLx A

ß2=~($x*dA+$xy2dA)-2x0.
lV A

It must be observed that, if:

^0' ey — Vo'

(69)

that is if stress P is applied within the centre of torsion of the beam section,
the bending and torsion secondary deformations are not coupled any more
and we And again Eulero's load.

Other unstability phenomena have been studied by Vlasov and Timo-

shenko; partieularly, Vlasov furnished a theory of stability of a thin walled
beam subject to axial and transversal loads. A more general formulation will
conArm that such theory can well represent the unstability phenomena
between bending and torsion of the beams having a symmetry axis and in the
hypothesis of transversal loads acting along such axis.

3.2. General Formulation of Stability Problem

We consider an open section thin beam subject on the lateral side to loads

Qx(z,s), Ry(z,s), Ql{z,s) and subject also to general twisting actions. The
stress in the wall is represented by the three stress components:
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Tyzi*,*), (70)

az (z,s).

The thin walled beam motion corresponding to unstability secondary
buckled shape will be generally represented by two Aexional buckled shapes,
by a torsional and by an extensional buckled shape. Taking into consideration
an element dA dz of the thin wall in the buckled condition, the unstability
actions will be:

1. Transversal and axial forces due to the different inclination of the Abers
of the wall in regard to the Axed reference axes.

2. Tilting couples, tending to rotate the element, due to the new components
of elementary forces acting along the buckled Abers in regard to the Axed
reference axes.

3. Transfer couples due to translation of elementary forces during the element's
motion.

With this method we obtain the basic system:

„r d*u Hdl du\ d2\dvf .1 d\ xdf|

A

d. d2[d<f>
'

dtf» 1

-Tz{r^)+d^W^^-y)x-liz-T^{x^x)x\
d2jd<f> \ d*.

-J{i[<-M]-£K-]
+ ^(Qaxv>) + Q°x-^z}d8, (71)

„r&v Cid! dv\ d*[du, ,1 d[ .df\EI*d* Jfc(a-&)-ä?L&(T«a'-T«y)J -dz-[aAx°-x)^l
A

d Js d*[d<f> d<j> ,1+ Tz{T^)+d^^Tzx{yo~y)y~'^Tzv{X(>~x)y\
d2ld</> \ d2 .],.

s
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_. Ad2w f d (I du dv\ d6r ,_1 _

A
+SQ2ds,

s

n d*<j> nd*<j> Cid r du. dv. ."] d

<* T dJ>, dJ>, .,1 d*[I du dv\ 1

+&Lff'^(^"aj)+a'^(yo"y)J"^lv-"&+Tw&)ö,J

-SfS^^-lh^H"}^ (71)

+ e£(y0-y)-«S(«ö-*)+^«}*-
This system includes all the unstability cases of the thin walled beam

subject to general distribution of forces and distorsions. Such system can be

applied to the various speciAc cases by expressing the stresses and the loads
applied. With this procedure we can study the unstability phenomena
associated with the combination of the bending moments Mx and My, shear
stresses Tx and Ty, axial load Nz, twisting moment Mz, and bimoment. In
addition to the already known results, in some cases unstabilizing effects, not
considered by Vlasov's formulation, are pointed out.

Such omissions, mainly due to the fact that no account was taken of
unstabilizing axial components of tangential stresses relative to the main
equilibrium condition, sometimes lead to remarkably different calculations
of critical loads. In fact, the axial components of tangential stresses are the
only ones which cause the unstability phenomenon, in accordance with Green-
hill, of a beam subject to torsion; in case of a beam subject to bending and
shear along x and y, we have the same effect:

With the assumption of nullity of internal stresses resultants, from system
(71) we obtain the general equations of stability of a thin walled beam subject
to dislocation:

„T d*u C d* (d<f>r dj> },.
vliz^ J ^|^"tT«.(y0-»)*-Tw(«o-a:)a;]-^-TlKea>jcLl,

A

WT d*v r d*\d4>v d4>

xl^ J d^\dz~^zx(y°~y'y~Ts«^x°~x^^~'dfT"v(0j '

(73)
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¦EA d2w
~dlF

d*+ d*4>
0l dz* ° dz2 \m°^i-m^ dv

(foT"c,'+¦&T«a, (73)

&_\dt„ d<f>

dz* Ldz:T-^o-2/)-^^(x0-x)] co.

System (73) has been applied to the study of effects by seif-stresses due to
residual stresses, non uniform thermal Aelds, and prestressing.

With reference to the Arst case of system (73), we infer that the value of
the actual rigidity C of the metal section is:

C* C+$0resAx* + y*)dA. (74)
A

With reference to Agures 17 and 18, showing the values of residual stresses
calculated at Liegi Laboratory [34], and assuming the theorical scheme of
Ag. 19, for the actual torsional rigidity C, we have:

C*=^B^+2hfia) + tfB»^-B^ + 2tth*B(B{-Be)+^^(B'e~Bij.
(75)

B s 98.5 mm

k tf 11 mm

s^e
t« s 7mm

<r (kg/mm*) -4-3-2 -10 12 3 4 5 6 Fig. 17.
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W ' 1 r I
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¦10 // • t0s7mmil /
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Fig. 19 shows the values of B, ta, te, h, Bt, Re, Ri. By applying to (75) the
values of residual stresses shown by Agures 17 and 18, we obtain a reduction
amounting to 18.5% of the traditional torsional rigidity.

Since the residual stresses are usually due to non uniform cooling of the
section, the extreme wings which cool sooner, are stressed. In fact, the
reduction of traditional rigidity is due to the unstabilizing effect of stressed
Abers, which being farther from the centre of torsion than the stretched Abers,
prevail on these latters.

Another example of the inAuence of a self-stress on the quality of the thin
walled beam equilibrium, is represented by Ag. 20, showing the course of
temperature Variation along the beam section.

Fig. 21 shows the corresponding normal stresses.
The critical temperature T0crit is:

T*cru. -j(c1£ + c}, (76)

where: J Y f az(x* + y2)dA • (77)

A

A • * „ T> t l k 1 B l t 1
Assuming: tn L t, h 4tB, T —, - —, — —-, — —,6 a f ' h 40' l 40' l 160' B 10'

wehave: T0criL 172.5° C.

The effect of self-stress can also be reported for the unstability phenomena
associated with external forces.

Fig. 22 shows, as an example, the unstability ranges of a double T section
subject to thermal coaction, as in Ag. 23, and to bending moment or axial load.

A very interesting problem of unstability due to dislocations is represented
by the stress of a thin walled beam caused by prestressing. Fig. 24 shows the
beam with the prestressing cable inserted.

The general equations are obtained from system (73); the stability of a
prestressed thin walled beam can be caused by:
1. Eccentric action in regard to the centre of torsion of normal stresses in the

beam section and of prestressing stress N due to the torsional buckled
shape.

2. Eccentric actions in regard to centroid C of cross section of normal
components of tangential stresses and prestressing stress always due to torsional
buckled shape.

3. Warping action due to the sectorial coordinate because of axial components
of tangential stresses and prestressing stress during the occurring of Aexional
and torsional buckled shape.

4. Bending action caused by displacements of tangential stresses and shear

components of prestressing stress due to the section warping ensuing the
secondary torsional buckled shape.
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If the wire is rectilinear and parallel to the beam axis, the only unstabilizing
effect occurs in point (1), therefore the unstability phenomenon is represented

JUrJU|
tf;L(^^g^> j^I

y

Fig. 20.

>VHMU^

sÄ Tr^

?—q
Fig. 21.

Mx

Fig. 22.

Ocnt

Fig. 23. Fig. 24. Fig. 25.

only by the torsional buckled shape. In this case, with reference to Ag. 25,
and in case of free warping of extreme sections, the eventual critical stress is:

¦^crit. j x_Tiit J-y

Ci^ + C

where:

j^ + ey ccy + ex olx ex ey

Zx -}-(h*dA+jx2ydA),
lx A A

Zy -^-($x3dA+$xy2dA).
In A A

If we assume: </<
Ix + I

~r£y0Cy~T ex ocx

(78)

(79)

(80)

(81)

the prestressing effect is unstabilizing if:

i/j>e2+e2y.

As a clariAcation of what said above concerning the simple case ofprestressed
rectangular thin beam, Ag. 26 shows the unstability actions due to the beam
normal stresses, and the stabilizing actions due to the prestressing cable.
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The unstabilizing actions due to normal stresses on the beam are formed
by a quantity linearly variable with y and by a quantity parabolically variable.

The parabolic distribution balances the concentrated stabilizing stress
caused by the cable; the Agure shows the moment in regard to (7 0 of the
linear distribution of unstabilizing forces and the stabilizing moment due to the
prestressing cable.

Eccentricities ex and ey reducing to the minimum the value of critical
prestressing stress also cause the maximum valye of the denominator in (78);
we have:

¦*¦* /»i*i.i

Cii+o&
crit. T -i- T l (82)

Fig. 27 shows two rectangular thin beams prestressed by a parabolic cable.

Ne, h2N h
Ä? li'T"1

i Ne*

t-**ftl Fig. 26.

h 22 ^

*- 4--

Fig. 27.

In the Arst case the value of critical prestressing stress is:

C-
Nent.^ TT2 Ix + I* -1.1

(83)

In the second case it is:
-n-2

N ~ L. (84)
-3 Z2

From above numerical applications we can conclude that for prestressed
concrete beams the phenomenon of unstability due to prestressing generally
does not present complications. However, the reduced thickness may increase
remarkably the importance of the phenomenon itself. The problem on the
contrary is very important in case of prestressing of metal beams.
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The problem can be extended by taking into account at the same time
transversal loads effects and prestressing.

Fig. 28 shows the unstability ränge between prestressing stress N and
external bending couples Mx and My; Agures 29a and 29b show the unstability
ranges between a normal external stress P and prestressing stress N in the
cases where compression has unstabilizing as well as stabilizing effects.

Mx

*> e y < e

Fig. 28. Fig. 29 a. Fig. 29b.

The same procedure has been applied ot the case of a thin walled beam
subject to a general system of follower forces Qx (z), Qy (z), Q® (z) and
corresponding dynamic equilibrium equations have been calculated.

Among the cases considered, an interesting one is shown by Ag. 30,
representing the wing supporting a jet engine [35].

Fig. 31 shows the characteristic exponent representing the Aexio-torsional
oscillations as function of thrust P, and the resonance critical load is:

F^^QM-jiEIyC. (85)

U

Fig. 30. Fig. 31.

A last interesting case is that of unstability effects caused by masses
traveling on the beam with Aexio-torsional oscillation. Such oscillation carries
the traveling mass which reacts with a Coriolis' acceleration, as shown by
Ag. 32.

The equation governing the dynamic equilibrium of the beam are very
useful for the study of stability to lateral buckling of suspended bridges and
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Langer's bridges, where masses having speed V travel continously. In this
case the critical load is affected by the masses' speed.

The equation determining the critical speed is similar to the equation
determining the axial critical load.

In case of Langer's bridge, Ag. 33 a shows the buckled shape and Ag. 33 b
shows the coordinates determining the position of the load on the bridge.

fr*

U
Ly

m

Fig. 32. Fig. 33 a.

n

Fig. 33b.

The critical speed is obtained from:

**{Vix-V*)(Viy-V*){%-V*)-{y0-yvYVHVix-V*)
(86)

where:

—P„ V2
n

a2 x* + (y0-yv)2, (87)

62
P2 + -^(H1 + H2)]± Vz\-

In case of suspended bridge (Ag. 34), the critical speeds are determined by:

^^Vix + Viu+V^)-(y0-yvY%%-x^iy-bxAH2-H1)^(Vr

+ {-«M^% + F22xF2V + ?^F2V + 6^^(^2-Ä1)^ + ^(^2-ir1)^jF2

(88)^Viv^U^-H^-iHt-H^ 0

where:

Viv y/^>' V** jrlP*, + &1 + Hz)-], Vif jr [^P2<f> + ~(H1 + H^,
A n2 772 772 D2

(TT TT \2 _ r*x y24> -M){fl2 — Il tJcrit - p —
(89)
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and PjE2x
4:7T2EIX

l2
^2EIy

JrE2y —
12

> ***-H£+c)£ <9°>

Fig. 34.
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Summary

The Arst studies conducted by Timoshenko and Vlasov on the problem
of thin walled beams are mentioned, as well as the more recent studies
concerning the static behaviour and the equilibrium unstability.

Then the problem is systematically and completely formulated through a
series of theorical researches conducted at the Institute of Structural
Engineering of Naples University and sponsored by the C.N.R. and O. A.R.

In these studies the most general combinations of stresses due to loads or
distorsions are considered; under the static sapect the study is conducted more
rigorously than in the sectorial areas theory, by introducing only the hy-
pothesis of transversal indeformability of the beam section; as far as the
equilibrium unstability is concerned, a synthesis theory, including all possible
combinations of unstable equilibrium, is furnished.

The results obtained are applied in practice to different types of sections,
of frequent technical application, with speciAc reference to problems arising
due to residual stresses, non-uniform thermic variations, and prestressing.

Resume

II est d'abord fait mention des premieres recherches executees par
Timoshenko et Vlasov sur le probleme des poutres ä parois minces, ainsi que des
etudes plus recentes relatives au comportement statique et ä l'instabilite des

equilibres.
Le probleme est ensuite formule d'une maniere systematique et complete

gräce ä une serie d'etudes theoriques effectuees ä 1'Institut des Charpentes
de 1'Universite de Naples sous l'egide du C.N.R. et de l'O.A.R.

On y considere les combinaisons les plus generales des efforts dus aux
charges ou aux deformations; du point de vue statique, 1'etude est menee de
fagon plus rigoureuse que ce ne Test fait dans la theorie des surfaces sectorielles,
en ne faisant intervenir que l'hypothese de 1 'indeformabilite transversale des
sections des poutres; en ce qui concerne l'instabilite des equilibres, on presente
une theorie synthetique qui comprend toutes les combinaisons possibles d'equi-
libre instable.

Les resultats obtenus sont appliques pratiquement ä des sections de types
differents que l'on rencontre souvent dans la pratique, eu egard plus parti-
culierement aux problemes qui interviennent du fait des contraintes residuelles,
des variations thermiques non uniformes et de la precontrainte.
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Zusammenfassung

Der Verfasser erwähnt sowohl die ersten durch Timoshenko und Vlasov
durchgeführten Untersuchungen über das Problem der dünnwandigen Träger,
als auch die neueren Untersuchungen bezüglich statischen Verhaltens und
labilen Gleichgewichts.

Anschließend wird das Problem systematisch und umfassend formuliert
durch eine Reihe von Untersuchungen, die im Istituto di Tecnica delle Costru-
zioni der Universita di Napoli unter dem Patronat des C.N.R. und der O. A.R.
durchgeführt wurden.

In diesen Untersuchungen wurden die allgemeinsten Fälle von Spannungs-
Kombination infolge Belastungen oder Verdrehungen berücksichtigt. In
statischer Hinsicht wurden die Untersuchungen strenger durchgeführt als nach
der Theorie der sektoriellen Flächen, indem einzig die Hypothese der Unver-
formbarkeit des Trägerquerschnitts eingeführt wurde. Bezüglich des labilen
Gleichgewichts wird eine Theorie angegeben, die alle möglichen Kombinationen

von labilen Gleichgewichten einschließt.
Die so erhaltenen Ergebnisse werden bei verschiedenen Querschnittstypen

mit häuAger technischer Anwendung praktisch verwertet, speziell im
Zusammenhang mit Problemen, die durch Eigenspannungen, ungleichmäßige
thermische Änderungen und Vorspannung hervorgerufen werden.
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